School Library Spotlight

**School Name:** Commonwealth Charter Academy  
**Location:** Pennsylvania  
**Lessons-Launched:** 16,533

### Challenges
- As a network of family service centers for a cyber-charter school, many teachers do not have the opportunity to collaborate in person if they are not at the same site.

### How it started
Teachers would drop lessons into the school library to eliminate email clutter.

### Today...
The school library is organized into Elementary, Middle and High School and then further organized based on subject. Grade level chairs will add the lessons to the library to provide access to all across sites. In addition, teachers have the ability to add lessons that they’ve created as well.

### Frequency of use
All the time!

### Benefits
- Saves time
- Creates consistency across instruction
- Encourages new Nearpod users to use already made and vetted content
- Allows teachers and admins to stay up to date with what lessons are being launched
- Fosters collaboration, accessibility and equity

### TESTIMONIAL
Teacher time is valuable! If you have a great lesson, there is no need to reinvent the wheel. Everyone can just share - the equity factor. We’re serving so many students across the state.

-Jennifer Hiles